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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through which 

citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain Invader, 

these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On V-J Day in 1945, 

the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways.  It’s now the 21
st

 Century and an old threat has become new. The Allied 

Fighters are needed once again, with the ‘new’ Major Invader leading old and new heroes in the fight to save Earth from an evil 

that was thought to be extinguished at the end of WWII. 

Doctor Alleviation: Medical Practitioner. Volunteer. HERO. 

Recently, the good doctor was ‘persuaded’ by Major Invader to return to their old team, the Allied 

Fighters.  It seems that an arch-villain from WWII has returned from his long slumber since 1945. 

The Major knew he had to reform a team to combat him and whatever maniacal plots forthcoming. Doc 

Alleviation knows that without him to tend their wounds, the new recruits may die in battle against 

said arch-nemesis. He can’t allow that to happen. He won’t let it happen…again. 

Today, the Doc is setting up the base’s medical bay…in the dark, major invader is nowhere nearby. 

Chapter 4: Home is to Happiness as Invasion is to ? 

Looks like I’m going 

to have to do some 

major shopping. 

Most of the 

medical 

equipment is 

way out of date.  

All the 

perishable are 

past expiration. 

God forbid 

we have any 

medical 

emergencies 

in the next 

couple days... 
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Ah Hell… 

What the…?? 
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What was that?!? Some type 

of portal?? And who the 

Hell is this guy?  Looks 

familiar, but…FOCUS! 

Let’s see if he’s alive or… 

…Dead. No Vitals. Damn. 

Who…or what…would send a 

naked dead guy…here? Can’t 

shake that I’ve seen him before… 

…maybe that kid working at 

McBurgers? No. this guy’s 

got short hair.  ‘Sebastian’ 

from ‘Carrie Diaries’? No. 

Too old.  

Damn…I can’t recall. Oh well. 

Wish there was more I could 

do for you, buddy. Guess I’ll 

call the morgue and… 

… 
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Damn it, I’m a 

Doctor!! My job is 

saving lives, not 

calling the morgue!!  

I May have traded in my 

Healing powers for band-

aids these last few years, 

but by God, I’m not going 

to back out of my oath I 

took in Medical School!  

C’mon, man! Someone sent 

you here for a reason and 

it’s NOT to die! Not while 

I’M around!! C’MON! 

Take the healing!! 

…UHH…Forgot how much this takes 

out of me… Gotta go…all 

out…110%...gotta…save…ARGH!! 
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  WE Did IT!! That’s it, 

Man! Breathe! 

uh…damn…
that hurt… 

WHEW! Welcome 

back to the land of the 

living, buddy! 

…F’n doctors… 

Ok, relax a minute.  

Sit Right there. Let me 

make sure I’ve got you 

as healed as I can 

before I move you into 

the trauma center. 
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Hey, hey! Hold On! Don’t 

get up so fast! You’re 

just getting over being 

dead! Give yourself a 

moment, eh ?  Let the 

rest of the healing take 

effect... 

Damn, son. You’re 

taxing my powers 

here! Do your 

doctor a favor, 

and PLEASE sit 

down, okay? 

…no, let’s not 

‘exit’ just yet.  

You need to 

rest.  C’mon. 

Sit down.  

Damn! I told 

you to go easy! 

 

 …Ah Hell…  

Mother? Exit? 

Home?  Is he a 

Runaway, maybe? 

Looks too old to 

be that… 

!!  
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Dr. Hamilton continues his directed quest given by the enigmatic “Major” in the sewers of Paragon 

City.  He is an unwilling pawn in this quest, and as such, is only driven by curiosity, vice reason, to 

continue in following the directives of the thus far faceless “Major”.  After being tasked to realign 

city power to feed an unknown location, he’s been instructed to climb a long, muck-encrusted vertical 

sewer pipe to its penultimate end.  As he reaches the top, he opens a hatch into a small, dark room. In 

there, he unlatches a secret door that will lead him to a path that will forever change his life… 

Interlude: The Past’s Future is Present, Continued 

Mr. Hamilton’s Whistle is 

cut short by an unexpected 

attack. As he loses 

consciousness, all he can 

think about is a line from 

the movie, Dr. Strangelove - 

“gentlemen you can’t fight in 

here! This is a war room!” 

 

 

…as he walks into… 

a darkened office? 

 

 

What 

the…?? 

What is this place? 

Wherever ‘this’ is, it’s 

definitely old, musty… 

…and lots of 

empty liquor 

bottles of the 

floor. 

Lots of war memorabilia 

here too.  Well, might as 

well whistle to make my 

presence known. 

…Uhhgh… 
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And on the other side of 

the base, moments before… 

Aside from Doc’s 

attitude, things are 

coming together as 

planned. 

…Mr. H is in 

my office now, 

and the others 

will be here 

soon enough. 

Just need the 

motor generator 

online. 

Doc’s getting the 

Med Bay together,… 

I should call 

the 

Lithuanian 

just to… 

*WHEEE…  

It Wasn’t 

doc’s; I know 

his screams. 

Mr. H ’s 

maybe??  

That echoing Scream! 

Better Gear Up!  

Better check in 

with the doc, then 

Mr. H. 

We must be under 

attack! The ‘Baron’!! 

Already?? No! Think, 

man, think!  

Alpha -1: 

Open Comms 

Link – call 

Doc.  

Comms. 

Failure. 

No 

Signal. 

Damned new Tech! 

This section of the 

base is like a 

fortress. Too thick of 

concrete for a signal.  

Echo 

sounding 

tracking:  

Source –  

War Room. 

That’s where Mr. H 

is! Better go to 

combat mode to be 

safe. 

Alpha -1: What 

was the location 

of the last loud 

transient?  
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…Mr. Hamilton 

has had a rough day. 

a little night vision and 

my tracker HUD goggles 

should get the job done. 

Well, now! Two targets! 

Both running away 

from the war room and 

into the hangar bay. 

Hmm. A female Target?? 

Lost track of the other. 

Seemed to have cornered 

themselves in there. 
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Just to be safe, 

better get Doc to 

check on the war 

room.  I’ll close the 

Hangar Blast 

Doors…they still 

have one pneumatic 

charge left. 

Doors are closed. 

Now they’re stuck 

in here with me! 

And I’ve got the 

higher ground!  

There you are! 

One of them is 

Hiding behind one 

of the Flyers. I 

see you.  

Nothin’ but a slip of a girl! 

Fleur De Lis on the shirt front. 

Frenchie? What the Hell is a 

young girl like that doing 

here??  It doesn’t matter!!  

 

NO ONE invades Major    

Invader’s Space!!! 

Alpha -1: TEXT to 

Doc: Intruders. 

Check War Room. 

Got two in Hangar. 

Alpha -1: drop 

HUD. Keep 

clean 

Targeting and 

night vision. 

Alpha -1: Prime 

target 

magnification 

400%. 
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And on the other side of the base, in the 

medical bay, moments before, once again… 

The base just isn’t 

equipped to handle any 

medical emergencies 

right now.   

That’s the 

best I can 

do for him 

at the 

moment.   

Healing that 

guy…I hadn’t 

done anything 

like that in 

years. It 

hurt...but it felt 

better to see 

him alive!  I 

should… 

Incoming Text:  

FROM: Major Invader 

SUBJ: Intruders. Check War 
Room. Got two in Hangar. 

 

I better get down there! 

 

If I know the Major, he 

just locked… 

…predictable.  That 

means I’m about to 

receive casualties, too. 

I just hope my ‘patient’ 

stays put until this 

gets sorted out! 
Other than that 

technician the 

major 

mentioned, who 

else would want 

to even be here ?  
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UHH!! 

Je pense que 

nous sommes 

enfermes po !* 

Qu'allons-

nous 

faire? 

SSHHHH!  

Restez calme! 

Nous ne devrions 

pas être ici ... pas 

comme ça! 

*French! The language of  

love. –    -romantic Deej 

Interesting. Metropolitan 

French dialect. 

Translation: “We shouldn’t 

be here…not like this”. 

What could that mean? Are 

they spies? Lost French 

tourists? Hmm. 

Jacque?  

Jacque??  

For now, time to 

watch and learn. 

I’ve got the girl 

targeted.  I’ll wait 

for the other to 

show… then…both 

are getting 

‘Devastated’. 

And back in the hangar bay… 
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Girl’s scared. She’s 

shaking. Other one 

seems to be 

concerned for her. 

No problem. Let’s 

force the other out 

of hiding! 

<J-Jacque…I’m scared. 

I’m coming over there.>* 

<No ! Stay 

there! 

You’ll be 

safer !> 

<But There’s 

nobody 

else…> 

Alpha -1: 

Voice 

Amplifier: 

on. 

*Translated from French.        

-Disseminating Deej 

Sophie… 
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‘If’ I find my 

way to him 

first.    

Hmmmm. That 

door there 

looks 

promising. 

Down on 
your knees! 

My Psychic Dampening 

filters just kicked in! 

The second one is trying 

to control my mind! 

Hmm. French, Male. 

Young. Arrogant. I 

can deal with that. 

<Relax, Sophie. 

I shall take 

care of this 

aggressor.> 

Hands where I 
can see them! 

You will open the doors 

and let us walk out 

unharmed. NOW. 

…Jacque… 
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You will escort us out 

of here safely! NOW! 

Alpha -1: are 

comms still down? 

Affirmative. 

Damn. I’d like to know 

how the Doc and Mr. H 

are doing before I 

deal with these two. 

Alpha -1: activate 

ODV – full room - 

echo spread. 

So you like playing 

mind games? Let’s 

see what a little 

‘O.D.V.’ does to you. 

I need a delaying tactic. 

He’s confident in his 

powers…maybe too confident. 

I need to keep him off balance.  

 

<No, Here> 

<Behind 

you> 

<I’m invading 

your space> 

<Over 

here> 

<Wha… ?!?> 

You will…eh?   

<Dispense with your 

childish games!  Show 

yourself, coward!!> 

<Here> 
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<Give Up> 

<Hands in 

the air> 

<Come 

Out> 
<you’re 

Surrounded> 

<Do it> 

<Surrender 

or the girl 

gets shot> 

<Her blood 

will be on 

your hands> 

Non ! <You bastard! You 

shall never harm…> 

Stop Zis !!! *SOB* 

Jacque, zis is not what we came here  

for! We zurrender!! Please NO 

MORE!! *SOB* 

<What’s it going to be, tough 

guy ? Surrender now or her 

gray matter’ll be all over the 

hangar wall!  five seconds!> 

<Five> 

<Two> 

<One> 
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< Here I am, you 

piece of…> 

<Frenchman !!>  

Dieu du ciel! 

<I 

Expect> 

<better 

manners> 

<from a 

surrendering> 

<French-

man> 

<hands 

up> 

< Where is Mr. 

Hamilton ? >  

<On your 

knees> 

<How did you 

get in here> 

<Who’s the 

girl> 

<Tell me> 

<FINE !!> 

<Why are you 

wearing a 

costume> 

< You want answers, 

coward ?! > 
< A bargain… > 

<Now> 
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< Let me and Sofie go 

and I shall tell you what 

you want to know ! > 

<You’re in 

no 

position to 

bargain> 

<Where 

is he> <tell 

me> 

<or 

she’s 

dead> 

< Ill ask once more. 

WHERE IS Mr. 

Hamilton ? >  

< That depends, 

coward. What was he 

wearing ? > 

< Beige Jacket. 

Back pack. 

Sunglasses. >  

< I stopped a stupid 

thief dead in his tracks 

matching that 

description. Happy? > 

You sonova 
BITCH…!!! 
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URMPH…< A-Ha ! You give..*ergh* y-yourself 

away !  *engh* You must also be in league with the 

thief...*grunt*! > NON ?? 

What the HELL is the matter 

with me?? I lost control!  

I wanted to truly KILL that 

little bastard! 

*engh* < 

SOPHIE !! You 

must...*grunt* Run! 

Find a way out !! 

GO !! > 

He’s trying to protect the 

girl, while seriously 

wounded…AND he’s 

trying to draw my fire. 

Impressive moves…and 

in the dark, too!  I’d 

probably like him if 

not for the fact I want 

to kill the S.O.B. 

And…what’s 

that…THIEVES?? He thinks 

we’re thieves??  Ok, this 

has to end. I have to sort 

this out on my terms! 
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*grunt* 

< COME,  

THIEVES !! 

> 

< When I am finished  

defeating you… >  

*rnghn* < …and when I find my 

grandfather, Monsieur Jean 

Brown…> *ungh*  

< I shall *ugh* …PERSONALLY 

see that you rot forever in 

prison for this affrontry to 

HIM, his home, my family, 

and our honor !!! > 

< Is that 

so ?  Well, 

in that 

case…>  
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as the young french man falls atop one of the flyers, there is silence, all but for the sound of 

silent sobs coming from the French girl. 

the major stands unmoving, transfixed on the words just said.  much has been revealed to 

him in the last few seconds that may very well change the course of his life. 

 

for good...and bad. NEXT ISSUE: 
 

“HOME INVASION III: Allied Against a Perfect Union” 

Atheyta (This time, for sure!) Captain Lithuania (Also, for sure!) and Issue #4’s aftermath! 

 

 

…Meet 

your 

Grandpa !!  

J…Jacque….? 

< Grandson…>  
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And Escape Velocity has been reached!  

Ok, folks looks like the series is off and running…with quite a few reveals, character developments and one hell of a day for the 

Allied Fighters! 

Hey, you said Atheyta and Captain Lithuania were to be in the next issue?? 

That’s right!  I did! I have all the scenes, the story, the art and…well, to be truthful, this issue ran out of room!  Next time, I 

guarantee that Atheyta will be back, and Captain Lithuania will get a proper introduction – all coming to you in THE NEW ALLIED 

FIGHTERS Issue #5! 

These two French characters…are these the ones that won the survey contest for who the new Allied Fighters’ nationality-based 

characters were to be? What are their names? 

Yes, they are.  Their names…well, you’ll have to wait until NEXT issue for that (plugplug). 

 

 

 


